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Abstract We present a statistical analysis of more than 2,400 electrostatic solitary waves interpreted as
electron holes (EH) measured aboard at least three Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft in the
Earth's magnetotail. The velocities of EHs are estimated using the multispacecraft interferometry.
The EH velocities in the plasma rest frame are in the range from just a few km/s, which is much smaller
than ion thermal velocity VTi, up to 20,000 km/s, which is comparable to electron thermal velocity VTe.
We argue that fast EHs with velocities larger than about 0.1VTe are produced by bump‐on‐tail instabilities,
while slow EHs with velocities below about 0.05VTe can be produced by warm bistream and, probably,
Buneman‐type instabilities. We show that typically fast and slow EHs do not coexist, indicating that the
instabilities producing EHs of different types operate independently. We have identified a gap in the
distribution of EH velocities between VTi and 2VTi, which is considered to be the evidence for
self‐acceleration (Zhou & Hutchinson, 2018) or ion Landau damping of EHs. Parallel spatial scales and
amplitudes of EHs are typically between λD and 10 λD and between 10−3 Te and 0.1 Te, respectively.
We show that electrostatic potential amplitudes of EHs are below the threshold of the transverse
instability and highly likely restricted by the nonlinear saturation criterion of electron streaming instabilities
seeding electron hole formation: eΦ0≲meϖ2d2jj, where ϖ¼min(γ, 1.5 ωce), where γ is the increment of
instabilities seeding EH formation, while ωce is electron cyclotron frequency. The implications of the
presented results are discussed.

1. Introduction

Electron phase space holes are electrostatic solitary waves with a bipolar parallel electric field produced in a
nonlinear stage of various electron streaming instabilities (see, e.g., numerical simulations by Che et al., 2010;
Drake et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 1999, 2008; Jara‐Almonte et al., 2014; Morse & Nielson, 1969a; Omura
et al., 1996; Pommois et al., 2017). These solitary waves are Debye‐scale structures with positive electrostatic
potentials and exist due to a dearth of the phase space density of electrons trapped by the bipolar parallel
electric field (Dupree, 1982; Gurevich, 1968; Krasovsky et al., 1997; Schamel, 1986, 2000). Electrostatic soli-
tary waves interpreted in terms of electron phase space holes were observed in laboratory experiments
(Fox et al., 2008; Kovalenko, 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2010; Saeki et al., 1979) and widely reported in various
regions/transient structures in the near‐Earth space including the plasma sheet boundary layer
(Matsumoto et al., 1994; Norgren et al., 2015), auroral region (Ergun et al., 1998; Franz et al., 2005; Mozer
et al., 1997), inner magnetosphere (Malaspina et al., 2014, 2018; Mozer et al., 2015; Vasko et al., 2015;
Vasko, Agapitov,Mozer, Artemyev, Drake, et al., 2017), reconnection current sheets (Cattell et al., 2002, 2005;
Graham et al., 2016), fast plasmaflows (Deng et al., 2010; Ergun et al., 2015; Viberg et al., 2013), magneticflux
ropes (Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Øieroset et al., 2014), and other regions of the near‐Earth space (e.g., Cattell
et al., 2003; Malaspina & Hutchinson, 2019; Mangeney et al., 1999; Pickett et al., 2008). In all these regions
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electron phase space holes substantially contribute to the power spectral density of broadband electrostatic
fluctuations reported already aboard early spacecraft missions (Gurnett et al., 1976; Lakhina et al., 2000;
Scarf et al., 1974). Numerical simulations and theoretical analysis demonstrated that electron phase space
holes can provide anomalous resistivity (Büchner & Elkina, 2006; Drake et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 2008),
electron heating (Che et al., 2009, 2010, 2013; Drake et al., 2003), resonant acceleration (Artemyev et al., 2017;
Kuzichev et al., 2017; Vasko, Kuzichev, et al., 2017), and pitch angle scattering (Vasko, Agapitov, Mozer,
Artemyev, Krasnoselskikh, et al., 2017; Vasko, Krasnoselskikh, et al., 2018); produce Cherenkov emission
ofwhistler waves (Goldman et al., 2014); andmight be involved into electron surfing acceleration in collision-
less shocks (Hoshino & Shimada, 2002; Schmitz et al., 2002). The experimental studies of electron phase
space holes are also stimulated by a perspective of using these solitary waves as tracers of the reconnection
process and plasma instabilities operating on time scales not resolved by plasma instruments
(Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Lapenta et al., 2011; Norgren et al., 2015).

Although single‐spacecraft measurements supplied valuable information on properties of electron phase
space holes (e.g., reviews by Franz et al., 2005; Hutchinson, 2017; Mozer et al., 2015; Pickett et al., 2004),
the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission has recently provided an opportunity for the most detailed
analysis of electron phase space holes using multispacecraft observations with truly 3‐D electric field mea-
surements and record temporal resolution of the plasma measurements (Burch et al., 2016). In particular,
the MMS measurements have already allowed resolving the three‐dimensional structure of electron phase
space holes (Holmes et al., 2018; Steinvall, Khotyaintsev, Graham, Vaivads, Lindqvist, et al., 2019; Tong
et al., 2018), measuring the dearth of the phase space density of trapped electrons (Mozer et al., 2018), and
resolving electromagnetic structure of subrelativistic electron phase space holes (Le Contel et al., 2017). In
addition, the measurements of the MMS spacecraft allowed detecting whistler waves emitted by electron
phase space holes via the Cherenkov resonance (Steinvall, Khotyaintsev, Graham, Vaivads, Le Contel,
et al., 2019) and identifying electron acceleration and thermalization associated with electron phase space
holes (Khotyaintsev et al., 2020; Mozer, Agapitov, Artemyev, et al., 2016; Mozer, Artemyev, Agapitov,
et al., 2016; Norgren et al., 2020).

The critical issue that is not entirely resolved in the physics of electron phase space holes concerns the
factors restricting or controlling velocity, amplitude and spatial scales of electron holes. In particular,
Pickett et al. (2004) presented analysis of electrostatic solitary waves measured in various regions of the
near‐Earth space and demonstrated that the solitary waves tend to have larger amplitudes in regions with
larger background magnetic fields. The physics behind that tendency was not properly considered though.
Several case studies demonstrated that electron phase space holes in the Earth's magnetotail can have
velocities comparable to a local ion thermal velocity (e.g., Cattell et al., 2003; Norgren, André, Vaivads,
& Khotyaintsev, 2015) or electron thermal velocity (e.g., Cattell et al., 2005; Holmes et al., 2018; Tong
et al., 2018). However, there is currently absent understanding of factors controlling separation between
fast and slow electron phase space holes as well as of the relation between electron phase space holes of
the different types. The understanding of the properties of electron holes and factors controlling the prop-
erties of electron holes would be valuable for predicting electron phase space hole parameters in space
plasma environments, where in situ measurements are limited or not available, and using these solitary
waves as tracers of instabilities not resolved by plasma instruments. The MMS measurements allow a
thorough statistical analysis of electron phase space holes in a wide range of velocities, because the multi-
spacecraft interferometry can be used to accurately estimate velocity and other parameters of electron
phase space holes (see case studies presented by Holmes et al., 2018; Norgren, André, Vaivads, &
Khotyaintsev, 2015; Steinvall, Khotyaintsev, Graham, Vaivads, Lindqvist, et al., 2019; Tong et al., 2018),
which would not be feasible with single‐spacecraft measurements.

In this paper we present a statistical analysis of more than 8,300 electrostatic solitary waves measured
aboard MMS1 in the Earth's magnetotail with the major focus on analysis of more than 2,400 of these
solitary waves measured aboard several (at least three) MMS spacecraft and interpreted in terms of elec-
tron phase space holes. In section 2 we describe the data, methodology and collected data set. In sections 3
and 4 we present case studies and results of the statistical analysis. In section 5 we provide theoretical
estimates, interpretation and several implications of the presented results. We conclude with a summary
of the presented results.
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2. Data Set and Methodology

We use measurements in the burst mode of the following instruments aboard the MMS spacecraft:
DC‐coupled magnetic field at 128 S/s (samples per second) resolution provided by the Digital and
Analogue Flux Gate Magnetometer (Russell et al., 2016), electric field at 8,192 S/s resolution provided by
Axial Double Probe (Ergun et al., 2016) and Spin‐Plane Double Probe (Lindqvist et al., 2016), electron and
ionmoments at 30 and 150 ms cadence provided by the Fast Plasma Instrument (Pollock et al., 2016). To col-
lect a statistically representative data set of electron phase space holes, we considered several burst mode
intervals around fast plasma flows in the Earth's magnetotail, where a copious amount of electron phase
space holes is expected according to previous single‐spacecraft measurements (Cattell et al., 2005; Deng
et al., 2010; Ergun et al., 2015; Viberg et al., 2013). The selected intervals are listed in Table 1, while detailed
overviews of these intervals can be found in the supporting information.

We select bipolar electrostatic solitary waves using an automatic algorithm that is accompanied by a visual
test of the selected solitary waves. First, the automatic algorithm scans the parallel electric field E|| measured
by MMS1 and selects only spikes with amplitudes larger than 2mV/m to exclude electric field fluctuations,
which amplitudes are smaller than typical accuracy (∼1mV/m) of parallel electric field measurements. The
electric field spikes, whose parallel electric field is well correlated with a model bipolar profile, are classified
as bipolar electrostatic solitary waves and selected for further analysis. More specifically, the electric field of
a spike is considered over the time interval of 5τpp, where τpp is a peak‐to‐peak width of the spike (time delay

between positive and negative peaks of E||), and correlated with a model bipolar profile ðt − t0Þ · expð−2

ðt − t0Þ2=τ2ppÞ, where t0 corresponds to E||¼ 0. The spike is classified as bipolar provided the correlation coef-

ficient is larger than 0.6, and the results of the correlation analysis are tested visually to exclude inappropri-
ate events. Second, for a solitary wave measured by MMS1 at some moment, the automatic algorithm selects
parallel electric fields measured byMMS1–MMS4 over up to 100ms around that moment and performs cross
correlation between the E|| signal measured by MMS1 and the E|| signals measured by MMS2–MMS4.
Because typical magnetic field‐aligned spatial separations between MMS spacecraft is from a few kilometers
to about 10 km, the minimum resolved velocity in the spacecraft frame is as low as about 100 km/s. The E||
signals measured by MMS2–MMS4, which provide larger than 0.9 correlation coefficient with the E|| signal
measured by MMS1, are used to select bipolar E|| signals potentially corresponding to the solitary wave mea-
sured aboard MMS1. For further analysis we considered only cases with the E|| signals measured by at least
two of MMS2–MMS4 being well correlated with the E|| signal measured by MMS1. Third, to prove that the
selected bipolar signals measured by different MMS spacecraft indeed correspond to the solitary wave pro-
pagated from one spacecraft to another, we use the two‐spacecraft interferometry with MMS1 being a refer-
ence spacecraft. Under the assumption of magnetic field‐aligned propagation of the solitary wave, we obtain
velocity estimates V1i using pairs of spacecraft (MMS1, MMSi) with well correlated E|| signals: V1i¼ Δz1i /
Δt1i, where Δt1i is the time delay between the E|| signals measured byMMS1 andMMSi, while Δz1i is the spa-
tial separation between MMS1 and MMSi in the direction parallel to a local magnetic field. We note that
before performing the cross correlation of E|| signals measured aboard MMS1 and MMSi the E|| signals are
up sampled by a factor of 100 to increase the accuracy of estimates of time delays Δt1i. We accept that the
bipolar E|| signals measured by different MMS spacecraft correspond to the solitary wave propagated from
one spacecraft to another if the velocity estimates based on different pairs of MMS spacecraft are consistent
with each other within 30%. The averaged value VESW of the velocity estimates V1i is assumed to be the soli-
tary wave velocity in the spacecraft frame.

We should comment on the assumption of magnetic field‐aligned propagation of the solitary waves in the
spacecraft frame. Numerous multidimensional simulations of electron streaming instabilities demonstrated
that electron phase space holes seeded by these instabilities propagate parallel to the magnetic field in the
plasma rest frame (Goldman et al., 1999; Huang et al., 2014; Miyake et al., 1998; Umeda et al., 2006; Wu
et al., 2010). We selected solitary waves around fast plasma flows, where the perpendicular component of
the plasma flow velocity can be a few hundred km/s (supporting information). Therefore, the solitary waves
could be expected to propagate generally oblique to the magnetic field in the spacecraft frame. Clearly, for
strictly one‐dimensional solitary waves the only velocity component measurable by the interferometry is
the component along the wave vector that is, in turn, parallel to the magnetic field, but in reality solitary
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waves are three‐dimensional structures with some perpendicular spatial scale (Ergun et al., 1999; Franz
et al., 2000; Holmes et al., 2018; Steinvall, Khotyaintsev, Graham, Vaivads, Lindqvist, et al., 2019; Tong
et al., 2018). The assumption of magnetic field‐aligned propagation in the spacecraft frame excludes from
consideration solitary waves, which are swept by the perpendicular plasma flow by more than typical
perpendicular spatial scale during the solitary wave propagation from one spacecraft to another. In other
words, that assumption restricts the analysis to solitary waves, which appear as approximately one‐
dimensional, though they are certainly three‐dimensional structures. In this study we do not consider the
three‐dimensional structure of electrostatic solitary waves but concentrate on analysis of E|| of the solitary
waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft. The statistical analysis of the three‐dimensional
structure of the solitary waves is left for future studies.

Table 1 shows that in the selected burst mode intervals we have identified 8,388 bipolar electrostatic solitary
waves measured aboard MMS1. We have identified 2,426 solitary waves measured aboard several (at least
three) MMS spacecraft and found that 1,382 of these solitary waves were actually measured aboard four
MMS spacecraft. We note that the data set of solitary waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft
includes only solitary waves with positive electrostatic potentials, which will be referred by electron phase
space holes or electrons holes in what follows. About 20 solitary waves were excluded from the original data
set of solitary waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft, because they had negative electrostatic
potentials and were most likely ion phase space holes (see Børve et al., 2001; Bounds et al., 1999;
McFadden et al., 2003; Schamel, 1986; Wang et al., 2020, for measurements and simulations of ion holes).

In the next sectionwe present case studies and results of the statistical analysis of the electron holesmeasured
aboard several MMS spacecraft. The electron hole amplitudes are compared to ion and electron parallel tem-
peratures Ti and Te, while the parallel scales are compared to a local Debye length λD¼ (Te/4πnee

2)1/2, where
ne is the electron density, e is the electron charge. The electron hole velocities in the plasma rest frame are
computed as VESW− Vi||, where Vi|| is the ion bulk velocity parallel to a local magnetic field. The ion bulk
velocity Vi|| can be comparable to VESW (supporting information) and, hence, need to be taken into account
to accurately determine electron hole velocities in the plasma rest frame. Because the electron holes have
typical duration of the order of a few milliseconds, while electron and ion moments are available at 30 and
150ms cadence, we use electron and ion moments measured by MMS1 at the time instant closest to the elec-
tron hole occurrence aboard MMS1.

3. Statistical Analysis of ElectronHole Velocities, Spatial Scales, and Amplitudes

Figure 1 presents the analysis of a couple of bipolar electrostatic solitary waves measured aboard four MMS
spacecraft around 16:37 and 17:02 UT on 7 August 2017. Panels (a) and (d) demonstrate the position of the
MMS spacecraft with respect to MMS1 and show that the spatial separations between the MMS spacecraft in
the directions parallel and perpendicular to a local magnetic field were within 20 km. Panels (b) and (e) pre-
sent the parallel electric fields E|| measured by MMS1–MMS4. The occurrence of the bipolar E|| signals
aboard the MMS spacecraft is consistent with the spacecraft positions provided that the solitary wave propa-
gates parallel to the local magnetic field direction. Three velocity estimates obtained by the two‐spacecraft

Table 1
List of the Fast Flow Event Considered in the Statistical Analysis

ESW observed on

No. Date Time One spacecraft Three spacecraft Four spacecraft

1 2017‐07‐29 15:45–16:10 905 538 232
2 2017‐08‐04 16:15–17:10 895 280 216

19:10–19:25 641 234 68
09:00–09:10 3,339 162 119

3 2017‐08‐06 05:09–05:16 265 30 21
09:21–09:33 576 141 88

4 2017‐08‐07 16:00–17:00 1,776 1,041 638
Total 8,388 2,426 1,382

Note. Dates are formatted as yyyy‐mm‐dd.
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interferometry are provided in the caption to Figure 1. The smallest and the largest of the velocity estimates
indicate the accuracy of the averaged solitary wave velocity. The velocity of the solitary wave in Panel (b) is
in the range from 2,060 to 2,160 km/s, while the averaged velocity is VESW≈ 2, 130 km/s. The velocity of the
solitary wave in Panel (e) is in the range from 385 to 415 km/s, while the averaged velocity is VESW≈ 405 km/

s. The parallel spatial scales observed aboard individual MMS spacecraft are computed as dðiÞjj ¼ 0:5 VESW ·

τðiÞpp, where τ
ðiÞ
pp is the time delay between minimum and maximum values of the bipolar E|| signal measured

aboard MMSi (peak‐to‐peak temporal width). The typical parallel spatial scale d|| is computed by averaging

spatial scalesdðiÞjj observed aboard individual MMS spacecraft. We have found d||≈ 2 km for the solitary wave

Figure 1. The analysis of a couple of electron holes measured aboard four MMS spacecraft on 7 August 2017. The upper
panels (a, d) present the spacecraft position with respect to MMS1 and demonstrate the spatial separations between
the MMS spacecraft in the direction parallel to a local magnetic field (along the z axis) and in the plane perpendicular to
the magnetic field (r is the distance in that plane). The middle panels (b, e) present the electric fields measured aboard
the MMS spacecraft. The analysis of time delays Δt1i between bipolar E|| signals measured aboard MMS1 and MMSi
allows us to obtain three estimates of the electron hole velocity V1i¼Δz1i / Δt1i, where Δz1i is the separation
between MMS1 and MMSi along the magnetic field. For electron hole in Panel (b) we have (V12, V13, V14)¼ (385, 415,
413) km/s, while for electron hole in Panel (e) we have (V12, V13, V14)¼ (2, 066, 2, 161, 2, 162) km/s, so that three
velocity estimates are consistent with each other. The averaged value of V12, V13 and V14 is assumed to be electron
hole velocity VESW that is shown above the upper panels. The estimated velocity allows estimating the parallel spatial
scales of the electron holes (section 3 for details). The bottom panels (c, f) present the electrostatic potentials observed
aboard each MMS spacecraft that was computed as ΦðiÞ ¼ ∫EjjVESWdt, where index i corresponds to MMSi.
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in Panel (b) and d||≈ 1.4 km for the solitary wave in Panel (e), while in units of local Debye lengths d||≈ 2λD
and 3λD, respectively. We use the averaged velocities to compute electrostatic potentials observed aboard

individual MMS spacecraft as ΦðiÞ ¼ ∫Ejj VESW dt , where superscript i corresponds to MMSi. Panels (c)

and (f) demonstrate that the solitary waves can be referred by electron holes, because of positive
electrostatic potentials. The amplitudes of electrostatic potentials are of a few tens of volts that is much
smaller than a local electron temperature of 1 keV and a local ion temperature of 5 keV. We characterize

electron holes by typical amplitude Φ0 computed by averaging maximum values ΦðiÞ
0 of electrostatic

potentials observed aboard individual MMS spacecraft. We recall that the two‐spacecraft interferometry
provides estimates of the solitary wave velocity in the spacecraft rest frame. During observations of
electron holes shown in Panels (b) and (e) the plasma flow velocity parallel to a local magnetic field Vi||

was about 650 and 340 km/s, that is why the electron hole velocities in the plasma rest frame VESW− Vi||

were about 1,500 and 65 km/s, respectively. In this section we present results of the statistical analysis of
2,426 electron holes observed aboard at least three MMS spacecraft.

Figure 2 presents velocities, parallel spatial scales and amplitudes of the electron holes. Panel (a) shows ion
to electron temperature ratio Ti/Te corresponding to each of the electron holes and velocities |VESW− Vi||| in
the plasma rest frame. The majority of the electron holes were measured at Ti/Te≈ 3–10, which is typical of
the Earth's magnetotail plasma sheet (e.g., Artemyev et al., 2011), while about 10% of the electron holes were
measured at Ti=Te≲1, which most likely corresponds to MMS measurements in the magnetotail lobes,
because smaller values of Ti/Te tend to be at smaller electron densities and ion temperatures (supporting
information). The electron hole velocities in the plasma rest frame are in the range from just a few km/s
up to 20,000 km/s. We classified the electron holes into slow electron holes with | VESW− Vi|| | < 0.05 VTe,
fast electron holes with | VESW− Vi|| | > 0.1 VTe, and medium electron holes with 0.05 VTe< | VESW− Vi|| |
< 0.1 VTe, where VTe¼ (2Te/me)

1/2 is the electron thermal velocity. Panel (a) shows that slow electron holes
have velocities typically below 800 km/s, fast electron holes have velocities typically larger than 2,000 km/s,
while medium electron holes have velocities clustered between slow and fast electron hole velocities. Panel
(b) shows that the electron holes have amplitudes from a few volts up to a few hundred volts and parallel
spatial scales from 0.5 to 30 km. Panel (c) shows that the parallel spatial scales d|| of the electron holes are

Figure 2. The parameters of 2,426 electron holes measured aboard at least three MMS spacecraft in the burst mode intervals indicated in Table 1: (a) electron hole
velocities in the plasma rest frame versus ion to electron temperature ratio Ti/Te, where Ti and Te are local ion and electron parallel temperatures measured
aboard MMS1 at the time instant closest to electron hole occurrence aboard MMS1; (b) electrostatic potential amplitudes Φ0 of the electron holes versus
parallel spatial scales d|| (amplitude and spatial scale are computed as averaged values of corresponding quantities observed aboard three or four MMS
spacecraft); (c) eΦ0/Te versus d||/λD, where λD is a local Debye length. In all panels red dots correspond to fast electron holes, |VESW− Vi||| > 0.1 VTe, blue
dots correspond to slow electron holes, |VESW− Vi||| < 0.05 VTe, and black dots correspond to medium electron holes with velocities between 0.05 and 0.1 VTe,
where VTe¼ (2Te/me)

1/2 is electron thermal velocity.
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typically between λD and 10λD, while the amplitudes eΦ0 are typically between 10−3 Te and 0.1 Te. One can
see in Panel (b) that the electron holes with larger parallel spatial scales tend to have larger amplitudes,
while no similar trend is observed between normalized amplitudes and spatial scales in Panel (c). Panels
(b) and (c) show that slow and fast electron holes are not different in terms of amplitudes and parallel
spatial scales, though statistically fast electron holes have a few times larger parallel spatial scales than
slow electron holes. The larger parallel spatial scales of fast electron holes cannot be an artifact of the
selection procedure (see discussion below).

Figure 3 addresses the parallel spatial scales of the electron holes. Panel (a) demonstrates that the parallel
spatial scale d|| tend to be larger for larger local Debye length λD, indicating thereby that the local Debye
length determines the parallel spatial scale of the electron holes. We should note that a positive correlation
between d|| and λD is not well noticeable for slow electron holes, because for these electron holes λD is in a
rather narrow range from 0.5 to 0.9 km. Panel (b) compares the parallel spatial scale d|| to 2π |VESW− Vi||| /
ωpe, where ωpe¼ (4πnee

2/me)
1/2 is the electron plasma frequency. There is a distinct positive correlation

between d|| and 2π |VESW− Vi||| / ωpe for fast electron holes, whereas no correlation between these quantities
is observed for slow electron holes. The increase of d|| with increasing 2π |VESW− Vi||| / ωpe for fast electron
holes and absence of similar trend for slow electron holes cannot be an artifact of the solitary wave selection
procedure. The analysis in section 4 shows that bipolar E|| profiles of fast and slow electron holes are well
resolved by MMS measurements (8,192 S/s corresponds to 0.12 ms cadence), because peak‐to‐peak widths
τpp of slow electron holes are typically (>95% of cases) larger than 3ms, while temporal widths of fast elec-
tron holes are typically larger than 0.7 ms (Figure 6). Wemay certainly miss too fast electron holes with tem-
poral widths τpp less than a few of 0.12 ms, but fast electron holes, which are well resolved by MMS, clearly
show the positive correlation between d|| and 2π |VESW− Vi||| / ωpe.

Figure 4 addresses the factors controlling the electron hole velocities. Panel (a) presents the distribution of
electron holes in the parameter plane of | VESW− Vi|| | and Φ0 and demonstrates the absence of any depen-
dence between the electron hole velocity and amplitude. In physical units the electron hole velocities more
or less continuously cover the range from a few km/s up to 20,000 km/s. Panel (b) shows the distribution of
electron holes in similar parameter plane, but with electron hole velocities normalized to a local ion thermal

Figure 3. The analysis of factors controlling the parallel spatial scales of the electron holes: (a) d|| versus λD (local Debye length); (b) d|| versus 2π|VESW− Vi|||/
ωpe, where ωpe is the electron plasma frequency (section 3 for details). In both panels blue, black, and red dots correspond to slow, medium, and fast electron
holes. The solid curves in both panels are obtained by computing averaged values of d|| computed at various values of the parameters on the abscissa axes.
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velocity VTi¼ (2Ti/mi)
1/2 and electron hole amplitudes normalized to a local electron temperature Te. An

interesting feature in Panel (b) is a gap in the distribution of electron hole velocities at VTi≲j VESW − Vijj j
≲2 VTi. That gap was hardly visible in the distribution of electron hole velocities in physical units in Panel
(a). Almost all slow electron holes have velocities below a local ion thermal velocity, jVESW − Vijjj≲VTi ,

while almost all fast electron holes have velocities 2 times larger than the ion thermal velocity, j VESW − Vijj
j≳2 VTi. Noteworthy that the normalization of | VESW− Vi|| | to VTi split the class of medium electron holes
in those with j VESW − Vijj j≳2 VTi and j VESW − Vijj j≲VTi. The physics behind the observed influence of

the ion thermal motion on the electron hole velocities is clarified in section 5.

The collected data set can be used to address the role of the transverse electron hole instability in restricting
electron hole amplitudes. The theoretical studies and numerical simulations demonstrated that
one‐dimensional electron holes are unstable to the transverse instability provided that the bounce frequency

of electrons trapped within the bipolar parallel electric field, ωbe ¼ d−1
jj ðeΦ0=meÞ1=2, substantially exceeds a

local electron cyclotron frequency ωce¼ eB0/mec (Hutchinson, 2018, 2019; Muschietti et al., 2000; Umeda
et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2010). Therefore, the bounce frequency of electrons trapped in the observed electron
holes is expected be below the transverse instability threshold, ωbe≲ϒωce, where ϒ is the parameter of the
order of 1 dependent on a specific model electric field profile adopted in the transverse instability analysis
(Hutchinson, 2019). The stability criterion ωbe≲ϒωce can be written in the form of an upper threshold on
the electron hole amplitude

eΦ0≲ϒ2meω2
ced

2
jj (1)

We will test the collected electron holes against that stability criterion with ϒ ¼ 1 and 1.5, which were
reported in the numerical simulations (Hutchinson, 2019; Muschietti et al., 2000).

Figure 5 demonstrates the analysis of the transverse instability criterion of the electron holes. Panel (a) pre-

sents the comparison between eΦ0 andmeω2
ced

2
jj and shows that slow, medium and fast electron holes indeed

satisfy the stability criterion given by Equation 1. Moreover, the electron holes with meω2
ced

2
jj≲100 eV

Figure 4. The analysis of factors controlling velocities of the electron holes: (a) electron hole velocity in the plasma rest frame |VESW− Vi||| versus amplitude Φ0;
(b) |VESW− Vi|||/VTi versus eΦ0/Te, where VTi is local ion thermal velocity. In both panels blue, black, and red dots correspond to slow, medium, and fast electron
holes, respectively.
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demonstrate that the upper threshold on the electron hole amplitude is better described by Equation 1 with

ϒ ¼ 1:5. Panel (b) presents the test of the stability criterion given by Equation 1 with parametersΦðiÞ
0 and dðiÞjj

and shows that the electron hole parameters measured aboard individual MMS spacecraft also satisfy the
stability criterion. Noteworthy that a substantial fraction of the electron holes is well below the transverse
instability threshold, which implies that this instability is not involved into restricting the amplitude of these
electron holes. We have noticed that ωpe/ωce is a critical parameter, which determines whether or not the
transverse instability is involved into restricting electron hole amplitudes. Panel (c) presents the test of the
stability criterion given by Equation 1, where electron holes were split into those observed at ωpe/ωce> 10
and ωpe/ωce< 10. Panel (c) shows that the electron holes observed at ωpe/ωce< 10 are well below the trans-
verse instability threshold. In contrast, some of the electron holes observed at ωpe/ωce> 10 are around the
transverse instability threshold and, hence, amplitudes of these electron holes can be controlled by the trans-
verse instability. The physics behind that critical role of parameter ωpe/ωce is clarified in section 5.

4. Statistical Analysis of Temporal Characteristics of Electron Holes

In this section we present analysis of temporal characteristics of 8,388 electrostatic solitary waves collected
using E|| measurements aboard MMS1 and 2,426 of these solitary waves measured aboard several MMS
spacecraft and interpreted in terms of electron phase space holes (Table 1). We consider peak‐to‐peak tem-
poral widths τpp of the electron holes defined as the time delay between minimum and maximum values of
E|| measured aboard MMS1. We determine statistical distributions of time intervals ΔtHH between electron
holes sequentially observed aboard MMS1. Finally, we provide lower bounds for electron hole lifetimes
based on the maximum time delay Δtmax between observations of the same electron hole aboard several
MMS spacecraft and compare these lower bounds to typical plasma time scales such as ω−1

pe and ω−1
ce .

Figure 6 presents temporal characteristics of 2,426 electron holes measured aboard several MMS spacecraft.
Panel (a) presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of peak‐to‐peak temporal widths τpp of all
2,426 electron holes as well as analogous CDFs computed separately for fast and slow electron holes, which
total numbers are 1,047 and 1,012, respectively. For more than 95% of all electron holes we have τpp> 0.9 ms,
which demonstrates that electric field measurements at 8,192 S/s (cadence of 0.12 ms) well resolve electric
field profiles of the most of the electron holes. The CDFs in Panel (a) clearly show that fast and slow electron
holes have substantially different temporal widths, because τpp< 3ms for about 95% of fast electron holes,
while τpp> 3ms for about 95% of slow electron holes. Panel (b) presents CDFs of time intervals ΔtHH
between sequentially observed fast electron holes and sequentially observed slow electrons holes, while
Panel (c) presents analogous CDF of time intervals between sequentially observed fast and slow electron
holes. The CDF in Panel (c) shows that in 99% of cases the time interval between sequentially observed fast
and slow electron holes is larger than 10 seconds. This strongly indicates that fast and slow electron holes are
produced by instabilities, which are not statistically related with each other. The CDFs in Panel (b) show that
ΔtHH is less than 100ms (400ms) for more than 60% (60%) of sequentially observed fast (slow) electron holes.
Thus, fast (slow) electron holes are typically observed in groups, though some can be rather isolated, because
ΔtHH is larger than a few seconds for about 10% of fast (slow) electron holes. These features of the temporal
distribution of fast and slow electron holes are well noticeable by inspecting waveforms of E||.

The analysis presented in Figure 6 is restricted to electron holes measured aboard several MMS spacecraft.
We performed similar analysis for 8,388 electrostatic solitary waves measured aboard MMS1 (Table 1). We
recall that some fraction of 8,388 electrostatic solitary waves can have negative potentials and, hence, can
be not electron holes. These solitary waves cannot be filtered out, because we computed the velocity only
for solitary waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft. The fraction of solitary waves with negative
potentials is expected to be less than 1% though, because there were only about 20 solitary waves with nega-
tive potentials among more than 2,400 solitary waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft (section 2).

Figure 7a presents the CDF of temporal widths of 8,386 solitary waves measured aboardMMS1 and indicates
that τpp< 3ms and τpp> 3ms for 5562 (66.3%) and 2,826 (33.7%) solitary waves, respectively. The analysis in
Figure 6 showed that more than 95% of the solitary waves with τpp< 3ms should be fast electron holes and
more than 95% of the solitary waves with τpp> 3ms should be slow electron holes. Therefore, in what fol-
lows 5,562 solitary waves with τpp< 3ms and 2,826 solitary waves with τpp> 3ms are referred by “fast”
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Figure 5. The analysis of the transverse instability criterion of the electron holes (see section 5 for details). To be
stable with respect to the transverse instability the electron holes, in which lifetime is longer than about ω−1

ce , have to

satisfy ωbe ≲ϒωce or, equivalently, eΦ0 ≲ ϒ2meω2
ced

2
jj, where ωbe ¼ d−1

jj eΦ0=með Þ1=2 is the bounce frequency of electrons

trapped by electron hole, while ϒ should be of the order of 1 according to numerical simulations (Hutchinson, 2019;
Muschietti et al., 2000). Panel (a) addresses the transverse instability using amplitude Φ0 and parallel scale d||, which are
averaged values of corresponding quantities observed aboard three or four MMS spacecraft. Panel (b) addresses the

transverse instability using amplitudes ΦðiÞ
0 and parallel spatial scales dðiÞjj observed aboard individual MMS spacecraft

(i¼ 1, 2, 3 and 4). Panel (c) addresses the transverse instability using amplitude Φ0 and parallel scale d||, but the electron

holes were separated into those observed at ωpe/ωce> 10 and ωpe/ωce< 10. The dashed lines in the panels represent

transverse instability thresholds, ωbe¼ ωce and ωbe¼ 1.5 ωce (Hutchinson, 2019; Muschietti et al., 2000).
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and “slow” electron holes, respectively. Figure 7b presents CDFs of time intervals between sequentially
observed “fast” electron holes and sequentially observed “slow” electron holes. Interestingly, these CDFs
are almost identical to CDFs of time intervals between fast electron holes and between slow electron
holes shown in Figure 6b and duplicated in Figure 7b. First, this reinforces the point that τpp¼ 3ms can
be considered as a threshold value to distinguish between slow and fast electron holes in the Earth's
magnetotail. Second, this shows that CDFs presented in Figure 6b are not biased, in spite of the fact that
these CDFs correspond to electron holes measured only aboard several MMS spacecraft. Panel (c)
presents the CDF of time intervals between sequentially observed “fast” and “slow” electron holes and
demonstrates that ΔtHH is larger than 10 s for more than 95% of cases. The comparison of that CDF to the
CDF of time intervals between fast and slow electron holes, which is duplicated in Figure 7c,
demonstrates that time intervals between fast and slow electron holes are statistically larger than between
“fast” and “slow” electron holes. The difference between these CDFs is explained as follows. The
threshold τpp¼ 3ms does not ideally separates solitary waves into fast and slow electrons holes, because
about 5% of “fast” electron holes can be actually slow and about 5% of “slow” electron holes can be
actually fast (Figure 6). Therefore, some of sequentially observed “fast” and “slow” electron holes may be
of the same type (fast or slow) resulting in statistically smaller time intervals between “fast” and “slow”
electron holes than between fast and slow electron holes. In spite of the imperfect separation of fast and

Figure 7. The analysis of temporal characteristics of 8,388 solitary waves measured aboard MMS1 (Table 1). The panels present cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) of (a) peak‐to‐peak temporal widths τpp of bipolar E|| signals measured aboard MMS1 for all 8,388 solitary waves; there are 5,562 solitary waves with τpp
< 3ms referred by “fast” electron holes and 2,826 solitary waves with τpp> 3ms referred by “slow” electron holes; (b) time intervals ΔtHH between
sequentially observed “fast” electron holes and sequentially observed “slow” electrons holes (EH‐to‐EH time delays); (c) time intervals ΔtHH between sequentially
observed “fast” and “slow” electrons holes. In Panels (b) and (c) we duplicate CDFs for fast and slow electron holes presented in Figures 6b and 6c.

Figure 6. The analysis of temporal characteristics of 2,426 electron holes (EH) measured aboard at least three MMS spacecraft (Table 1). The panels present
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of (a) temporal peak‐to‐peak widths τpp of bipolar E|| signals measured aboard MMS1 (peak‐to‐peak time delay);
CDFs are presented separately for 1,047 fast electron holes (|VESW− Vi||| > 0.1VTe), 1,012 slow electron holes (|VESW− Vi||| < 0.05VTe), and all 2,426 electron
holes; (b) time intervals ΔtHH between sequentially observed fast electron holes and sequentially observed slow electrons holes (EH‐to‐EH time delays); (c) time
intervals ΔtHH between sequentially observed fast and slow electrons holes.
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slow electron holes using the temporal width, still Figure 7c confirms that fast and slow electron holes are
not associated with each other and produced by instabilities not statistically related with each other.

Figure 8 presents the analysis of electron hole lifetimes using the data set of 2,426 electron holes measured
aboard several MMS spacecraft. A lower bound for the lifetime of an electron hole is the time delay between
observations of the electron hole aboard a pair of MMS spacecraft. For each of 2,426 electrons holes, we
select the maximum time delayΔtmax among time delays Δtij between observations of the same electron hole
aboardMMSi andMMSj. Panels (a)–(c) present CDFs ofΔtmax,ωpeΔtmax andωceΔtmax computed for fast, slow
and all 2,426 electron holes. Panel (a) shows thatΔtmax is typically between 1 and 10ms for fast electron holes
and between 10 and 100 ms for slow electrons holes. Panel (b) demonstrates that typically (5%≲ CDF≲95%)
we have 20 ω−1

pe ≲Δtmax≲100 ω−1
pe for fast electron holes and 300 ω−1

pe ≲Δtmax≲2000 ω−1
pe for slow electron

holes. Panel (c) shows that typically we have 0:5 ω−1
ce ≲Δtmax≲20 ω−1

ce for fast electron holes and 10 ω−1
ce ≲Δ

tmax≲200 ω−1
ce for slow electron holes. We stress that Δtmax is only a lower bound for electron hole lifetimes.

A more detailed analysis of the lifetime of electron holes requires a spatial separation between the MMS
spacecraft larger than a few tens of kilometers, which is typical for events in this study. Nevertheless, due
to relatively small propagation velocities of slow electron holes we have been able to demonstrate that elec-
tron hole lifetimes can be at least a few thousands of ω−1

pe and a few hundred of ω−1
ce .

5. Discussion
5.1. Parameters and Origin of Electron Holes

We have found that electron holes in the Earth's magnetotail have distinctly different velocities from a few
km/s, which is much smaller than typical ion thermal velocity, up to 20,000 km/s, which is comparable to
typical electron thermal velocity. This statistical study confirms and extends the previous case studies, which
reported the presence of electron holes with velocities of a few hundred and a few thousand km/s in the
Earth's magnetotail (Cattell et al., 2005; Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Norgren et al., 2015). Noteworthy that
electron holes with distinctly different velocities were previously reported in reconnection current sheets
at the magnetopause (Cattell et al., 2002; Graham et al., 2015, 2016). The origin of electron holes with dis-
tinctly different velocities has been recently discussed by Norgren, André, Graham, et al. (2015), who pre-
sented a linear stability analysis of electrostatic fluctuations in a plasma consisting of background ion and
electron populations and a cold electron beam. In that stability analysis the density and velocity of the elec-
tron beam were varied in a wide range, so that the analysis covered the instabilities of bump‐on‐tail type
(relatively tenuous beam with sufficiently large velocity) and Buneman type (sufficiently dense beam with
relatively low velocity). Norgren, André, Graham, et al. (2015) showed that the bump‐on‐tail type instabil-
ities produce electrostatic waves with relatively high phase velocity, ω=k≳0:1 Vbg, while the Buneman type

instabilities produce electrostatic waves with relatively low phase velocity, ω=k≲0:05 Vbg, where Vbg in the
thermal velocity of the background electron population. In section 3 the separation of the data set into slow,

Figure 8. The analysis of lower bounds of electron hole lifetimes based on the data set of 2,426 electron holes measured aboard several MMS spacecraft (Table 1).
The lowest estimate of the lifetime of an electron hole Δtmax is determined as the maximum of the time delays Δtij between observations of the electron hole
aboard different MMS spacecraft (MMSi and MMSj). Panel (a) presents CDFs of Δtmax determined for fast, slow, and all 2,426 electron holes. Panels (b) and (c)
present analogous CDFs for ωpeΔtmax and ωceΔtmax, where ωpe and ωce are local electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies.
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medium and fast electron holes using the thresholds of 0.05 VTe and 0.1 VTe for the electron hole velocity |
VESW− Vi|| | was motivated by the analysis of Norgren, André, Graham, et al. (2015). Another type of
instability capable of producing slow electron holes is the warm bistream instability, which involves a couple
of counterstreamingwarm electron beams (Graham et al., 2016;Morse &Nielson, 1969a; Omura et al., 1996).
In this section we delve into the origin and discussion of parameters of electron holes in the Earth's
magnetotail.

The analysis in Figures 2 and 3 showed that the electron holes are Debye‐scale structures with typical parallel
spatial scales λD≲djj≲10 λD and amplitudes 10−3 Te≲eΦ0≲0:1 Te. The parallel spatial scales of a few Debye

lengths and a positive correlation between d|| and λD are explained by the fact that the fastest growing elec-
trostatic fluctuations driven by electron streaming instabilities have wavelengths from a few up to a few tens
of Debye lengths (e.g., Buneman, 1959; Graham et al., 2016; Norgren, André, Graham, et al., 2015; Omura
et al., 1996). The typical parallel spatial scales λD≲djj≲10 λD and a positive correlation between d|| and λD
were previously reported for electron holes observed in the inner magnetosphere, auroral region and recon-
nection current sheets (Cattell et al., 2002, 2003; Ergun et al., 1999; Franz et al., 2005; Graham et al., 2016).

The observed electron hole parameters allow rough estimates of growth rates of instabilities seeding forma-
tion of the electron holes. An electron streaming instability seeding formation of electron holes saturates,
when the amplitude of electrostatic fluctuations is sufficiently large, so that the bounce frequency of elec-
trons trapped by the electrostatic fluctuations is comparable to an initial growth rate γ of the instability
(Drummond et al., 1970; Manheimer, 1971; Mizuno & Tanaka, 1972; Sagdeev & Galeev, 1969). Therefore,

the bounce frequency of electrons trapped by bipolar parallel electric fields of electron holes, ωbe ¼ d−1
jj

eΦ0=með Þ1=2, is expected to be of the order of the initial growth rate γ, which can be written in the form of
the estimate of electron hole amplitude

eΦ0 ∼ me γ2 d2jj (2)

There are several critical comments to be done on the estimateωbe∼ γ. First, this estimate is accurate only up
to a numerical factor between 1 and 10 (Dewar, 1973). Second, strictly speaking this estimate is valid for elec-
trostatic fluctuations after being saturated, but before isolated electron holes are formed due to the merging
of phase space vortexes of electrons trapped by those electrostatic fluctuations (see Morse & Nielson, 1969b;
Roberts & Berk, 1967; Saeki et al., 1979, for early simulations and measurements of the merging process).
There is currently absent a detailed analysis of effects of the merging process on the saturated amplitude
of electron holes, but we expect that the estimate ωbe∼ γ is correct at least by the order of magnitude.
Third and most critical, the estimate ωbe∼ γ is valid only for instabilities driven by resonant electrons
(e.g., bump‐on‐tail instability), but strongly underestimates saturated amplitudes, for example, of the classi-
cal Buneman instability, because ions critically affect the nonlinear evolution of the instability (see, e.g.,
simulations by Büchner & Elkina, 2006; Che et al., 2013; Jara‐Almonte et al., 2014). The ion dynamics can
also critically affect the saturation of warm bistream instabilities, because unstable electrostatic waves
may have velocities comparable to the ion thermal velocity (e.g., Graham et al., 2016; Morse &
Nielson, 1969a). To the best of our knowledge, there is currently absent a through analysis of saturated
amplitudes of Buneman type and warm bistream instabilities capable of producing slow electron holes
(Graham et al., 2016; Norgren et al., 2015), but the criterion ωbe∼ γ is expected to provide at least a lower
bound for saturated amplitudes of these instabilities (e.g., Büchner & Elkina, 2006; Jara‐Almonte
et al., 2014).

Keeping in mind these caveats, we will use Equation 2 for order of magnitude estimates of electron hole
amplitudes. Equation 2 shows that the growth rate can be estimated as follows

γ
ωpe

∼
eΦ0

Te

� �1=2λD
djj

(3)

The electron hole parameters in Figure 2c indicate that the growth rates should be in the range γ/ωpe∼
0.01− 0.1. For reasons mentioned above, for slow electron holes, potentially produced by Buneman type
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and warm bistream instabilities, it is more accurate to state that γ=ωpe≲0:01 − 0:1. In any case, these
growth rates are consistent with those expected for electron bump‐on‐tail, warm bistream and
Buneman‐type instabilities at typical parameters in the Earth's magnetotail (see, e.g., linear stability ana-
lyses by Graham et al., 2016; Norgren, André, Graham, et al., 2015). For electron density of 0.1 cm−3 that
is typical of the Earth's magnetotail (supporting information), the inverse growth rate is γ−1∼ 1–10 ms,
indicating thereby that the saturation of the instabilities seeding the formation of electron holes occurs
on a time scale of a few milliseconds. Therefore, the electron velocity distribution functions measured
by the MMS plasma instrument during electron hole observations are expected to correspond to a margin-
ally stable saturated state. The analysis of electron hole parameters provides then a valuable diagnostic of
instabilities operating on time scales not resolvable by plasma instruments.

The analysis in Figure 3 demonstrated the positive correlation between d|| and 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe for the
fast electron holes, i.e. |VESW− Vi|||>0.1 VTe. This correlation indicates that fast electron holes are highly
likely produced by a bump‐on‐tail instability. For the bump‐on‐tail instability the phase velocity of the fast-
est growing electrostatic waves should be correlated with electron beam velocity Vb, the frequency ω0 of
these waves should be a fraction of the electron plasma frequency ωpe and, hence, the wavelength should
be λ0≈ 2πVb/ωpe · (ωpe/ω0) (e.g., Omura et al., 1996; Umeda et al., 2004). Therefore, for electron holes seeded
by the bump‐on‐tail instability we expect to have d|| correlated with 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe, because d|| should
be correlated with λ0 and |VESW− Vi||| should be correlated with Vb. Moreover, assuming that d|| is compar-
able to λ0≈ 2πVb/ωpe · (ωpe/ω0) we expect d|| to be a few times larger than 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe, which is
indeed consistent with the experimental data in Figure 3b.

The absence of a correlation between d|| and 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe for the slow electron holes indicates that the
majority of them cannot be produced by the classical Buneman instability. The classical Buneman instability
drives electrostatic waves satisfying the dispersion relation ω¼ kVb · 2

−4/3(me/mi)
1/3≈ 0.03 · kVb and the

fastest growing waves have wavelength λ0≈ 2πVb/ωpe, where Vb is the bulk velocity of the electron popula-
tion, which should be comparable to the electron thermal velocity (Buneman, 1959; Mikhailovskii, 1974).
The velocity of electron holes seeded by the Buneman instability is expected to be |VESW− Vi||| ≈ 0.03 Vb,
while the parallel spatial scales d|| are expected to be comparable to λ0. Therefore, the spatial scales of elec-
tron holes seeded by the classical Buneman instability should be correlated with the electron hole velocities,
d||≈ 30 · 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe. The visual inspection of Figure 3 shows that the relation d||≈ 30 · 2π|VESW−

Vi|||/ωpe relatively well describes the spatial scales of the slow electron holes by the order of magnitude,
but the absence of a distinct correlation between d|| and 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe is an argument against the clas-
sical Buneman instability as the source of the majority of the slow electron holes. Although the classical
Buneman instability is not likely to produce the slow electron holes (in a statistical sense), we cannot rule
out that the slow electron holes are seeded by Buneman type instabilities suggested by Norgren, André,
Graham, et al. (2015). The analysis of linear stability predictions and nonlinear evolution of Buneman type
instabilities deserve a dedicated study.

The observed properties of slow electron holes do not contradict to linear stability predictions of warm elec-
tron bistream instabilities. In the case of identical counterstreaming electron beams, the electron bistream
instability produces purely growing electrostatic fluctuations with zero phase velocity in the plasma rest
frame and typical wavelength λ0≈ 2πVb/ωpe, where Vb and −Vb are electron beam velocities (Goldman
et al., 1999; Mikhailovskii, 1974; Morse & Nielson, 1969a). Therefore, in the case of identical electron beams
there is expected no correlation between the spatial scales and velocities of electron holes seeded by the elec-
tron bistream instability. In realistic situations the electron beams are certainly not identical, but this cannot
result in a correlation between the parallel spatial scale and velocity of electron holes, because the velocity of
the fastest growing waves is determined by the asymmetry between densities and velocities of the beams,
while the spatial scales are determined by the beam velocities.

Thus, fast electron holes are most likely produced by bump‐on‐tail instabilities, while slow electron holes
can be, in principle, produced by warm bistream instabilities, but Buneman type instabilities cannot be ruled
out. According to numerical simulations by Che et al. (2009, 2010) slow and fast electron holes may coexist in
reconnection current sheets, where slow electron holes are produced by the Buneman instability, while fast
electron holes are produced by low‐hybrid or two‐stream instabilities after saturation of the Buneman
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instability. In section 4 we have presented statistical distributions of time intervals between sequentially
observed fast and slow electron holes and demonstrated that the time interval between the different types
of electron holes is typically larger than 10 seconds. We conclude that in a statistical sense fast and slow elec-
tron holes in the Earth's magnetotail are not associated with each other. We note though, that simulations by
Che et al. (2009, 2010) predict coexistence of fast and slow electron holes in reconnection regions, which sta-
tistical weight in our data set is probably negligible, because reconnection regions are rather localized in
space and time

A few more comments are in order on the origin of electron holes in the Earth's magnetotail. First, we have
addressed a relation between the amplitudes of E|| of the electron holes and a local current density estimated
by the curlometer technique as well as a local electron temperature. In both cases we have found no definite
correlation between these quantities (not shown here). Second, the recent measurements in the inner mag-
netosphere showed that electrostatic solitary waves can be associated and phase correlated with whistler
waves (Agapitov et al., 2018; An et al., 2019; Malaspina et al., 2018; Vasko, Agapitov, Mozer, et al., 2018).
We have inspected electric and magnetic field waveforms measured over 100ms around each of 2,426 elec-
tron holes and could not identify any whistler waves associated and phase correlated with the electron holes.
Thus, electron holes around fast plasma flows in the Earth's magnetotail are statistically produced by elec-
tron streaming instabilities rather than by nonlinear processes associated with whistler waves.

5.2. Velocity Gap

The normalization of electron holes velocities in the plasma rest frame to a local ion thermal velocity VTi

revealed the presence of the gap in the distribution of electron hole velocities at VTi≲jVESW − Vijjj≲2 VTi .

There are the following interpretations of this velocity gap. First, Vlasov simulations by Zhou and
Hutchinson (2018) have recently shown that electron holes with velocities slightly above the ion‐acoustic
velocity cs are self‐accelerated due to interaction with ions to velocities above about 2 cs. According to
Zhou and Hutchinson (2018) there should be a gap between about cs and 2 cs in the distribution of electron
holes velocities. At velocities below cs an electron hole represent a coupled state of electron hole and
ion‐acoustic soliton (see also Tran, 1979, for review), while above about 2cs electron holes are in effect not
affected by ions. The Vlasov simulations by Zhou and Hutchinson (2018) were initialized with already

formed electron hole in a plasma with Te≫ Ti, so that cs ¼ ðTe þ γiTiÞ=mi½ �1=2, where γi¼ 3 is the ion poly-
tropic index at cs≫ VTi (e.g., Mikhailovskii, 1974). On the other hand, for the majority of the electron holes
in the Earth's magnetotail we have Ti≫ Te (Figure 2a), so that ion‐acoustic waves are strongly damped in
this regime (e.g., Mikhailovskii, 1974), because cs is comparable to the ion thermal velocity VTi (note that
at cs comparable to VTi we have γi of the order of 1, but γi≠ 3). Provided the simulation results of Zhou
andHutchinson (2018) are valid at Ti≫ Te, we would expect the velocity gap around the ion thermal velocity
in accordance with experimental data in Figure 4.

The alternative/additional interpretation is that electron holes with velocities around a local ion thermal
velocity are not observed, because (a) electrostatic fluctuations with phase velocity around VTi are stable
in the linear regime due to the ion Landau damping or (b) electron holes, which were originally produced
with velocities different from VTi, but evolved toward VTi due to propagation in a nonuniform plasma are
Landau damped by ions (see Briand et al., 2008; Kuzichev et al., 2017; Mandrake et al., 2000; Vasko,
Kuzichev, et al., 2017, for simulations of electron hole evolution in nonuniform plasmas). Whether electron
holes can be indeed damped by ions in Scenario (b) certainly depends on the relation between the ion
Landau damping rate and acceleration/deceleration rate of electron holes in a nonuniform plasma. The
detailed analysis of both alternative/additional scenarios deserves a dedicated study.

5.3. Lifetime, Transverse Instability, and Its Implications

The analysis in Figure 5 demonstrated that independent of velocity, the electron hole parameters are below
the transverse instability threshold, i.e.ωbe≲ϒωce, withϒ ¼ 1:5 providing reasonable agreement with obser-
vations. The electron holes observed at ωpe/ωce> 10 can be around the transverse instability threshold, in
contrast to the electron holes observed at ωpe/ωce< 10. The reason for that critical role of ωpe/ωce is explained
as follows. The growth rates γ of electron streaming instabilities seeding the formation of electron holes is
proportional to ωpe, and does not depend on ωce, because the fastest growing electrostatic waves propagate
parallel to a local magnetic field (e.g., Goldman et al., 2008; Miyake et al., 1998; Omura et al., 1996;
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Umeda et al., 2006). At γ≲Υωce the saturation occurs at amplitudes given by Equation 2, which is below the

transverse instability threshold given by Equation 1. At γ≳Υωce electron hole amplitudes could be eΦ0 ∼ me

γ2d2jj, but the transverse instability keeps electron hole amplitudes at lower level, eΦ0 ∼ Υ2meω2
ced

2
jj. Thus, we

deduce the following upper threshold for electron hole amplitudes

eΦ0≲meϖ2d2jj; ϖ ¼ minðγ; ΥωceÞ (4)

At sufficiently large ωpe/ωce the increment γ, being proportional to ωpe, can be larger than ϒωce and in that
case the amplitudes of electron holes are controlled by the transverse instability. On the other hand, at suffi-
ciently small ωpe/ωce the initial growth rate is less likely to be larger than ϒωce and electron holes saturate at
amplitudes well below the transverse instability threshold, so that the transverse instability is not involved in
the control of electron hole amplitudes.

We note that the transverse instability can be involved into the electron hole dynamics provided that elec-
tron hole lifetime is longer than ω−1

ce . In section 4 we have demonstrated that the lifetime of the majority

of the electron holes is indeed larger thanω−1
ce (Figure 8). In principle, there can be electron holes in the space

plasma, which are formed and dissipated on time scales less thanω−1
ce that is before the transverse instability

has a chance to develop. The dynamics and parameters of these electron holes cannot be controlled by the
transverse instability. The lifetime of such electron holes in the Earth's magnetotail should be rather short
though, because ω−1

ce is only about 1 ms at typical background magnetic field of 10 nT.

There are several valuable implications of the transverse instability criterion for future studies of electro-
static solitary waves in various space plasma environments. The transverse instability criterion can be used
to infer the nature of solitary waves in plasma environments, where spacecraft measurements are limited.
For example, spacecraft measurements in the solar wind do not generally allow estimating the velocity
and, hence, inferring the nature of electrostatic solitary waves measured around current sheets
(Malaspina et al., 2013; Mangeney et al., 1999) and interplanetary shock waves (Williams et al., 2005;
Wilson III et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2010). The transverse instability threshold allows testing a hypothesis
that a solitary wave is electron phase space hole provided the lifetime of the solitary wave is known to be
larger than ω−1

ce (the temporal width τpp can be used as a lower bound of the lifetime of a solitary wave mea-
sured aboard a single spacecraft). The transverse instability threshold (1) can be written in the form of an
upper estimate of the peak‐to‐peak amplitude Epp of the bipolar parallel electric field

Epp

B0
≲2 VTe

ωce

ωpe

djj
λD

; (5)

where B0 is the background magnetic field, VTe¼ (2Te/me)
1/2 is the electron thermal velocity. In derivation

of Equation 5 we have assumed ϒ ¼ 1:5 and that the solitary wave can be described by the Gaussian

model, Φ ¼ Φ0expð−z2=2d2jjÞ, so that Φ0 ¼ 0:5Eppdjjexpð0:5Þ.
The presented analysis along with previous measurements at the magnetopause and in the inner magne-
tosphere showed that electron holes typically have 1≲djj=λD≲10 (e.g., Ergun et al., 1999; Franz et al., 2005;

Graham et al., 2016). Therefore, solitary waves measured aboard a single spacecraft and satisfying
Equation 5 with d||¼ 10λD can be, in principle, electron holes and the expected range of velocities in
the spacecraft frame is 2 λD=τpp≲VESW≲20 λD=τpp . We should note though that Equation 5 is only a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a solitary wave to be interpreted in terms of electron holes.
In other words, solitary waves strongly violating Equation 5 with d||¼ 10λD are highly unlikely to be elec-
tron holes. In that case these solitary waves are more likely to be ion holes, indicating thereby a potential
operation of ion streaming instabilities in a considered plasma environment. One could argue that accord-
ing to the transverse instability criterion given by Equation 1, but with electron parameters replaced by
ion parameters, ion holes should actually saturate at even lower amplitudes than electron holes.
However, the fundamental difference of ion holes from electron holes is that the inverse ion gyrofre-
quency ω−1

ci is a much longer period of time than ω−1
ce (at 10 nT background magnetic field ω−1

ci is about
1 second) and, hence, ion holes can be produced and dissipated well before the transverse instability has a
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chance to develop. That is the case, for example, in the Earth's bow shock, where solitary waves measured
aboard Wind spacecraft and originally interpreted in terms of electron holes (Bale et al., 1998, 2002),
though they strongly violated the estimate given by Equation 5, finally turned out to be ion holes as
revealed by Cluster (Hobara et al., 2008) and MMS measurements (Vasko, Mozer, Krasnoselskikh,
et al., 2018; Vasko et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020).

The other valuable application of the transverse instability criterion is that it allows estimating parameters of
electron holes, which lifetime is longer than ω−1

ce , potentially present in plasma environments, where in situ
measurements are not available. For example, Equation 4 can be used to estimate the amplitude of electron
holes in astrophysical collisionless shocks, which is a valuable information, because according to numerical
simulations electron holes might be involved into electron acceleration in high‐Mach number collisionless
shocks (Hoshino & Shimada, 2002; Schmitz et al., 2002).

6. Conclusions

We have addressed origin, parameters and transverse instability of electron phase space holes in the Earth's
magnetotail using a unique data set of more than 8,300 electrostatic solitary waves measured aboard MMS1
and more than 2,400 of these solitary waves measured aboard several MMS spacecraft and interpreted in
terms of electron phase space holes. The multispacecraft interferometry allowed us to address electron hole
properties in a wide range of electron hole velocities. The major results of the statistical analysis can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Electron holes have distinctly different velocities in the plasma rest frame, |VESW− Vi||| is in the range
from just a few km/s up to 20,000 km/s, electrostatic potential amplitudes Φ0 are from a few up to a
few hundred volts and parallel spatial scales d|| are from 0.5 up to 30 km. In normalized units the spatial
scales and amplitudes are typicallyλD≲djj≲10 λD and10−3 Te≲eΦ0≲0:1 Te. The parallel spatial scales are
shown to be correlated with a local Debye length λD.

2. The comparison between d|| and 2π|VESW− Vi|||/ωpe revealed that fast electron holes (velocities in the
plasma rest frame satisfy jVESW −Vijjj≳0:1 VTe ) are highly likely produced by the bump‐on‐tail
instability. The observed parameters of slow electron holes (velocities satisfy jVESW − Vijjj≲0:05 VTe)

do not contradict the generation by warm bistream instabilities, and we cannot rule out Buneman type
instabilities either.

3. There is a gap in the distribution of electron hole velocities around a local ion thermal velocity, VTi≲j
VESW − Vijjj≲2 VTi , where VTi is a local ion thermal velocity. The gap is suggested to be the evidence

for self‐acceleration process of electron holes recently reported in Vlasov simulations (Zhou &
Hutchinson, 2018), while the alternative/additional interpretation is that electron holes with velocities
around the local ion thermal velocity are damped via the ion Landau damping. The gap naturally sepa-
rates slow electron holes with |VESW− Vi|||<0.05 VTe and fast electron holes with |VESW− Vi|||>0.1 VTe in
the velocity space.

4. We have shown that electron hole parameters are below the transverse instability criterion, ωbe≲1:5 ωce,
and provided arguments in favor that the nonlinear saturation criterion, ωbe∼ γ, also restricts electron

hole parameters. We have deduced the following upper estimate for electron hole amplitudes: eΦ0≲meϖ2

d2jj, whereϖ¼min(γ, 1.5 ωce). The amplitudes of electron holes at ωpe/ωce> 10 are more likely to be con-

trolled by the transverse instability than the amplitudes of electron holes at smaller ωpe/ωce, because the
increments γ of electron streaming instabilities are proportional to ωpe.

5. The analysis of temporal characteristics demonstrated that fast and slow electron holes in the Earth's
magnetotail can be generally distinguished by the temporal peak‐to‐peak width of a bipolar E|| signal.
More than 95% of fast electron holes have τpp< 3ms and more than 95% of slow electron holes have
τpp> 3ms.

6. The statistical analysis of time intervals between sequentially observed fast and slow electron holes
showed that electron holes of the different types are not associated with each other and produced by
instabilities, which operate independently.

7. The analysis of time delays between observations of the same electron hole aboard different MMS space-
craft allowed to obtain lower bounds for electron hole lifetimes. We showed that these lower bounds can
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be as large as a few thousands of ω−1
pe and a few hundred of ω−1

ce , where ωpe and ωce are electron plasma
frequency and electron cyclotron frequency, respectively.

Data Availability Statement

The data are publicly available online (at https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/).
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